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General Structure of U.S. Patent Claims Covering Therapeutic Compositions and Methods
The Preamble 
The Transitional PhraseThe Transitional Phrase

The Three Types of Transitional Phrases: Comprising/Comprises/Comprised Of; 
Consisting Essentially Of; and Consisting Of/Consists Of

The Body of the Claim
Cl i t N t ll O i Ch i l C d d Oth S b tClaims to Naturally Occurring Chemical Compounds and Other Substances

Extracts of Plant-based and Animal-based Materials/Traditional Medicines

翪坙乯劅争觢眲洗痳缠呤狅哨洗痳昕洱盠枟劅觝沞盠乜芈缯柠翪坙乯劅争觢眲洗痳缠呤狅哨洗痳昕洱盠枟劅觝沞盠乜芈缯柠

廫詜

連湽硉豉

乥稩連湽硉豉: 卡捈/卡捈”哨“卡捈; 塖枈缠扬; 疍 缠扬/疍乥稩連湽硉豉: 卡捈/卡捈 哨 卡捈; 塖枈缠扬; 疍......缠扬/疍
枟劅觝沞盠亗侯

艆熒伃畻盠卲寂卲呤狅哨凒察狅趄

佁楩狅哨匄狅亖塖碜盠搬吲狅/佼缻厗菋
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佁楩狅哨匄狅亖塖碜盠搬吲狅/佼缻厗菋



The General Structure of a U.S. Patent Claim
The Three Parts of a Patent Claim: Preamble + Transitional Phrase + Body of the Claim
The preamble is the introductory part of a patent claim and functions to place the claimed 

invention within a broadly designated category of patent-eligible subject matter, e.g., 
compound, composition, method or process, etc.

Ordinarily, the preamble should be neutral in its content, i.e., it should avoid using any word 
or words that could be considered a imitation of the invention even if such word oror words that could be considered a imitation of the invention even if such word or 
words also appear in the body of the claim.  The preamble should also avoid using any 
word or words that might suggest or imply that some aspect of the invention may be in 
the prior art.

翪坙乯劅枟劅觝沞盠乜芈缯柠

枟劅觝沞来乥了酄剢:廫詜 連湽硉豉 枟劅觝沞盠亗侯

廫詜暋乯劅枟劅觝沞盠伧缩，疄仪屢乯劅枟劅斚翊仪呋乯劅亗飴，俧姞，卲呤狅，缠
呤狅，昕洱扲連穧箥盠尙洷糗劇。

遶应愡刑乧，廫詜廰豁暋争笧盠凡尕，叏廰郛冩俛疄展枟劅觝沞来隬劒盠谩。廫詜逴
廰豁郛冩俛疄佗侱害扲呋腙搬禖扲曳禖枈吭晪盠乜价昕鞾呋腙宴垄仪琌来拜枋争
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廰豁郛冩俛疄佗侱害扲呋腙搬禖扲曳禖枈吭晪盠乜价昕鞾呋腙宴垄仪琌来拜枋争
。



Examples of Acceptable Preambles
“A compound …”
“A composition …”p
“A composition for treating [recitation of specific disease(s) or bodily condition(s) to be 

treated] …”
“A therapeutic [or drug] composition for treating [recitation of specific disease(s) or bodily 

condition(s) to be treated] …”

呋搁吳盠廫詜盠俧宬

“乜稩卲呤狅......”
“乜稩缠呤狅......”
“乜稩疄仪洗痳 [狕寶瘚瘡扲輇侯枽佒] 盠缠呤狅...”
“乜稩洗痳[扲菋狅][狕寶瘚瘡扲輇侯枽佒] 盠缠呤狅...”
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Preambles That Should Probably be Avoided

“A traditional Chinese drug composition …” Comment: “traditional Chinese drug” could be 
considered by a patent examiner to suggest or imply that the claimed invention or some 
aspect of it may be in the prior art.

“A composition isolated from …” Comment: “isolated from” more properly belongs to the 
definition of the invention in the body of the claim.

“A composition extracted from …” Comment: “extracted from” more properly belongs to the 
definition of the invention in the body of the claimdefinition of the invention in the body of the claim. 

“A therapeutically effective composition” Comment: “therapeutically effective” more 
properly belongs to the definition of the invention in the body of the claim.

“An improved ” Comment: the word “improved” could be taken as an admission byAn improved …  Comment: the word improved  could be taken as an admission by 
applicant that at least part of the claimed invention is already known in the prior art; it 
should be the task of the specification, not the claims, to show that the claimed invention is 
an improvement over the prior art.
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佁乧廫詜盠疄洱廰豁郛冩

“乜稩佼缻争菋缠扬......”
谠谖：“佼缻争菋”呋腙暋疍乯劅寽桁咴谀亖曳禖抜觝沞倹挀盠吭晪扲聡察盠栬价昕

鞾宴垄仪琌来拜枋争。

“乜稩伪扬剢剢稗剖柁......”
谠谖：“剢稗艆”材遞呤仪枈吭晪争盠枟劅觝沞盠亗侯盠寶亥。

“乜稩缠扬伪...争搬吲”

谠谖：“伪搬吲盠”材遞呤仪枈吭晪争盠枟劅觝沞盠亗侯盠寶亥。

“乜稩洗痳来斤扬剢”

谠谖：“洗痳来斤盠”材遞呤仪枈吭晪争盠枟劅觝沞盠亗侯盠寶亥。

“乜稩斕逷......”
浄鈦：厱谩“斕逷盠”呋佁複訢亖疍疏豓伖招谀盠艏屭乜酄剢抜觝沞倹挀盠吭晪盠暋

幎缫凈硁  盠琌来拜枋;察廰豁暋乯劅豐晪仂盠凡尕，聨乩暋枟劅觝沞仂争，佁裄晪抜
觝沞倹挀盠吭晪暋乜稩斕逷仢琌来拜枋
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觝沞倹挀盠吭晪暋乜稩斕逷仢琌来拜枋。



The Transitional Phrase
The Role of the Transitional Phrase - The transitional phrase functions to indicate the scope of 

the claim and to link the claim preamble to the body of the claimthe claim and to link the claim preamble to the body of the claim.
The Three Types of Transitional Phrases: “Comprising”, “Comprises” and “Comprised Of”
The transitional phrases “comprising” and its equivalents “comprises” and “comprised of” 

open a claim up to the inclusion of any and all unrecited materials, components,open a claim up to the inclusion of any and all unrecited materials, components, 
substances, etc., in any and all amounts.

連湽硉豉

連湽硉豉争盠侸疄 ‐連湽硉豉裄禖枟劅觝沞盠荟坐哨枟劅觝沞助廫酄剢镚搁劌枟劅觝沞
盠亗侯争。

乥稩連湽硉豉: “卡捈”，“卡捈”哨“卡捈”

連湽谩豉“卡捈”哨凒箥体狅“卡捈”哨“卡捈”彜娧乜了枟劅觝沞杜奶卡咇盠佗侱
哨抜来枆剳亚盠枬旵，缠佒，狅趄箥，垄佗侱哨抜来盠鈫。
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“Comprising”
A composition for treating [recitation of condition X to be treated] comprising A.
The transitional phrase “comprising” opens this claim up to the addition of one or more p p g p p

unrecited materials B, C, D, etc., in any and all amounts.  The claim covers A by itself as 
well as A in combination with one or more components such as those commonly used in 
the manufacture of drug dosage forms. So-called “comprising” claims provide the broadest 
scope of patent protection for an invention and for this reason are by far the most commonscope of patent protection for an invention and for this reason are by far the most common 
type of claim.

亚俧亚俧

乯劅盠枟劅觝沞姞乧：

乜稩疄仪洗痳 [忡奠瑢盠X猒恝] 盠缠呤狅卡捈A.
連湽谩“卡捈”彜娧逵了觝沞暋壺谚仢乜了扲奶了枆剳亚盠枬旵B，C，D箥。枟劅觝連湽谩 卡捈 彜娧逵了觝沞暋壺谚仢乜了扲奶了枆剳亚盠枬旵B，C，D箥。枟劅觝

沞渑眲伡伡来A盠愡刑，佁否屢A哨乜稩扲奶稩缠剢周晒俛疄，姞郿价垄菋狅办埧盠
畻伃应疄缠呤。

抜豯“卡捈”盠枟劅觝沞搬俷盠乯劅倹挀盠荟坐杜廛洷，疍仪逵了叻圼，察佈暋枟劅
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“Consisting Essentially Of” 
The transitional phrase “consisting essentially of” closes a claim to a compound or material to 

the addition of any unrecited materials or amounts of unrecited materials that would 
materially affect the usefulness of the claimed compound or material.

Example
The specification of a patent claiming therapeutic compound A for treating a particular bodily 

condition discloses that the presence of compound B must be avoided if compound A is 
to exhibit its intended therapeutic effect.  

The claim of the patent reads:
A iti f t ti [ it ti f diti X t b t t d] i ti ti ll fA composition for treating [recitation of condition X to be treated] consisting essentially of 

compound A.
The transitional phrase “consisting essentially of” excludes compound B from the claim but 

keeps the claim open to any and all other unrecited materials C, D, E, etc., in any and allkeeps the claim open to any and all other unrecited materials C, D, E, etc., in any and all 
amounts, that do not materially affect the therapeutic usefulness of compound A.
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“塖枈缠扬”

逺搁硉豉“塖枈书疍...缠扬”隬劒枟劅觝沞乩腙勼凁佗侱枆剳亚盠枬旵，呆觝暋佶忍唩
觝沞倹挀盠卲呤狅扲枬旵盠来疄悃盠。

禖俧

乯劅豐晪仂搬劌乜稩疄仪洗痳狕寶盠輇侯瘡瘣盠卲呤狅，豐晪仂凈彜仢姞柸卲呤狅A觝
劌凒飠杻盠洗痳斤柸 怡 郛 呤 宴通劌凒飠杻盠洗痳斤柸，怡飗郛冩卲呤狅B宴垄。

豁乯劅盠枟劅觝沞姞乧：

乜稩疄仪洗痳[忡奠瑢猒恝]盠缠呤狅，凒塖枈缠扬暋卲呤狅A，
連湽豉“塖枈书疍”乩卡捈卲呤狅B，侢倹疵枟劅觝沞彜斚缵佗侱哨抜来凒伲枆剳亚

盠枬旵C，D，E箥，呆觝暋乩寺趄忍唩洗痳卲呤狅A盠疄遰盠。
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“Consisting Of” and “Consists Of”
The transitional phrase “consisting of” and its equivalent “consists of” close a claim directed 

to a  chemical compound or other material to any and all unrecited materials except for 
minor amounts of impurities that may normally be present in the chemical compound or 
other material. 

Example
The claim of a patent reads: A composition for treating [recitation of condition X to be 

treated] consisting of compound A.
The transitional phrase “consisting of” excludes all unrecited materials B, C, D, etc. (except 

impurities) from its scope thereby resulting in a claim of very limited scope and oneimpurities) from its scope thereby resulting in a claim of very limited scope and one 
which might therefore be easily avoided.  For example, this claim might be avoided by 
combining compound A with one or other materials, e.g., preservative agent B, 
antioxidant agent C, etc.

Because of their very narrow scope, very few patent claims directed to compounds, 
compositions, materials, etc., use the transitional phrase “consisting of”.
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枟劅觝沞盠亗侯

連湽硉豉“疍 缠扬”哨凒箥体狅“卡捈”隬劒抜淥否盠卲寂卲呤狅扲凒察枬旵，雀連湽硉豉 疍......缠扬 哨凒箥体狅 卡捈 隬劒抜淥否盠卲寂卲呤狅扲凒察枬旵，雀
鞺暋屫鈫盠枞趄，呋腙遶应宴垄仪卲寂卲呤狅扲凒察枬旵争盠。

禖俧

乯劅盠枟劅觝沞姞乧：乯劅盠枟劅觝沞姞乧

乜稩疄仪洗痳 [忡奠瑢猒恝] 盠缠呤狅，卡捈卲呤狅A
連湽硉豉“疍...缠扬”揮雀抜来枆剳亚盠枬旵B，C，D箥（雀仢枞趄）垄凒荟坐，伪聨

屘艐枟劅觝沞鞺应来隬。俧姞，逵創枟劅觝沞呋佁忤尕景複們枟，呆觝缯呤卲呤
狅A乪乜稩凒察枬旵，俧姞，階膬办办B，拳沃卲办C箥。

圼亖察佈盠荟坐忤章，呆来柝屭旌盠乯劅枟劅觝沞淥否卲呤狅，缠呤狅，枬旵箥，呋
佁俛疄連湽硉豉“疍......缠扬”。
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The Body of the Claim
The body of the claim functions to define the invention in such a way as to cover all of what is 

patentable and at the same time to distinguish, or differentiate, the invention from the 
prior art.

Example
The claims of a patent read: 
A composition for treating [recitation of condition X to be treated] comprising compound A.
A method for treating [recitation of condition X] comprising administering to a human subject 

for which treatment of condition X is indicated a therapeutically effective amount of 
compound Acompound A.

In these claims, the body of the claim is all the wording in the claim which follows its 
transitional phrase “comprising”.
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枟劅觝沞盠亗侯

枟劅觝沞盠亗侯盠勻腙暋寶亥吭晪，佁觢眲凒乯劅悃，周晒疄仪厖剢琌来拜枋。

禖俧

乜了乯劅盠枟劅觝沞姞乧：

1.乜稩疄仪洗痳[忡奠瑢猒恝]盠缠呤狅，卡咇卲呤狅A.[ ]
2．乜稩疄仪洗痳[猒恝] 盠昕洱，卡捈洗痳猒恝缵令盠鈫，卲呤狅A盠洗痳来斤鈫

垄逵价枟劅觝沞争，枟劅觝沞盠亗侯暋垄雫呪盠連湽谩“卡捈”枟劅觝沞抜来盠搆迺
。
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II.   Claims to Naturally Occurring Chemical Compounds and Other Substances
A valid patent claim cannot be obtained for a chemical compound or substance that exists in 

nature as a component of a living thing or as the result of a natural process (“product of 
nature”).  For example, a compound or substance isolated from a plant or animal, a drug 
metabolite, a protein or a mineral discovered in earth is not patentable unless the patent 
claim distinguishes the compound or substance from the way in which the compound or 
substance is found in nature.substance is found in nature.

Extracts of Plant-based and Animal-based Materials
Chemical compounds and substances of indeterminate or complex composition that have been 

isolated or extracted from natural sources can be patented provided they are claimed in p p y
such a manner as will distinguish, or differentiate, them from the manner in which they 
exist in nature.
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艆熒伃畻盠卲寂卲呤狅哨凒察狅趄

乜了来斤盠乯劅枟劅觝沞，乩腙疄仪宴垄仪艆熒疨，侸亖涗狅盠缠剢扲侸亖艆熒連穧
盠缯柸（“艆熒伃狅”）盠卲寂卲呤狅扲狅趄萓忳。俧姞，柁艆楩狅扲匄狅，菋
狅伿豾狅，蜧盙趄扲吭琌垌瑟硛狅剢稗盠卲呤狅扲狅趄暋乩凓来乯劅悃盠，雀鞺
豁乯劅盠枟劅觝沞呋佁屢艆熒盠卲呤狅扲狅趄哨凒争抜遌卲呤狅扲狅趄厖剢彜柁豁乯劅盠枟劅觝沞呋佁屢艆熒盠卲呤狅扲狅趄哨凒争抜遌卲呤狅扲狅趄厖剢彜柁
。

A.佁楩狅哨匄狅亖塖碜盠搬吲狅

卲寂卲呤狅哨乩磊寶盠扲奩枞盠缠呤狅盠狅趄 逵价狅趄幎複剢稗扲搬吲艆妅熒柁滬卲寂卲呤狅哨乩磊寶盠扲奩枞盠缠呤狅盠狅趄，逵价狅趄幎複剢稗扲搬吲艆妅熒柁滬
盠谹呋佁疏豓乯劅，呆觝察佈搬俷佁恪梓盠昕彫伪察佈宴垄仪艆熒疨争盠昕彫争
厖剢。
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Example
The specification of a patent application describes compound A, useful for the treatment of 

breast cancer, isolated in essentially pure forms from the bark of a certain variety of tree.  
The bark itself does not exhibit this therapeutic use.
The claims of the application read:

A composition comprising compound A.
A composition comprising essentially pure compound A.
A composition consisting essentially of compound A.
A composition comprising a pharmaceutically acceptable salt of compound A.
A composition useful for treating breast cancer which comprises a therapeutically effective 

amount of compound A in a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.
A method for treating breast cancer comprising administering to a human subject for which 

treatment of breast cancer is indicated a therapeutically effective amount of compoundtreatment of breast cancer is indicated a therapeutically effective amount of compound 
A.
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禖俧

乯劅疏豓盠豐晪仂争搫遌仢卲呤狅 疄仪洗痳仏臖皨 伪乜价桭盠桭眊剢稗缋盠徾彫俛疄 桭乯劅疏豓盠豐晪仂争搫遌仢卲呤狅A，疄仪洗痳仏臖皨，伪乜价桭盠桭眊剢稗缋盠徾彫俛疄。桭
眊枈輇乩佶凓来毀洗痳疄遰。

枟劅觝沞姞乧：

1.乜稩缠呤狅，卡捈卲呤狅A1.乜稩缠呤狅，卡捈卲呤狅A
2. 乜稩卡捈塖枈书暋缋卲呤狅A盠缠呤狅

3. 乜稩卲呤狅A，凒塖枈缠扬盠缠呤狅

4. 乜稩咇来卲呤狅A盠呋菋疄眬盠缠呤狅

5.乜稩缠呤狅，疄仪洗痳仏臖皨盠，凒卡捈垄菋寂书呋搁吳盠这侯卲呤狅A盠洗痳来斤鈫。

6.乜稩疄仪洗痳仏臖皨盠昕洱，卡捈缵令盠鈫洗痳仏臖皨，卡捈卲呤狅A盠洗痳来斤鈫。
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Claim 1 is not patentable since as a “comprising” claim, it does not distinguish compound A 
from its association with other unrecited materials such as those constituting the bark in 
which compound A is naturally present.  In short, under long-standing principles of U.S. 
patent law, Claim 1 would be understood as claiming compound A in any environment
such as tree bark containing naturally occurring compound A. 

According to examination guidelines recently adopted by the United State Patent andAccording to examination guidelines recently adopted by the United State Patent and 
Trademark Office (USPTO), Claims 2 and 3 are probably not eligible for patent protection 
since they claim a compound known to occur in nature, i.e., in the bark of a tree.

However, Claims 4-5 are patent-eligible since they distinguish compound A from naturally-, p g y g p y
occurring compound A.  Thus, unlike the pharmaceutically acceptable salt of compound A 
of Claim 4, naturally occurring compound A is not present in the form of a salt.  Similarly, 
in the case of Claim 5 claiming a mixture of compound A and a pharmaceutically 
acceptable carrier naturally occurring compound A is not present in a pharmaceuticallyacceptable carrier, naturally occurring compound A is not present in a pharmaceutically 
acceptable carrier.  

Claim 6 is patent-eligible since compound A has not previously been used for treating breast 
cancer.
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枟劅觝沞1暋乩凓来乯劅悃盠，圼亖侸亖“卡捈”盠枟劅觝沞，察泽来屢艆熒宴垄盠卲
呤狅A哨郿价桭眊争凒伲枆剳亚盠枬旵厖剢彜。亻岍暋豐，梕揊翪坙乯劅洱盠闛杻
叻創 枟劅觝沞 佶複瑢訿 奌穌卲呤狅 垄佗侱琋壟乧 姞桭眊 卡咇妅熒伃狅叻創，枟劅觝沞1佶複瑢訿亖，奌穌卲呤狅A垄佗侱琋壟乧，姞桭眊，卡咇妅熒伃狅
A.

梕揊杜逭遶連盠翪坙坙尒乯劅喢档岜（USPTO）検桁捣屘，觝沞2哨3呋腙乩箂呤乯劅
倹挀 圼亖伲佈觝沞乜稩卲呤狅幎硁佶剖琌垄艆熒疨 叏垄乜楑桭盠桭眊倹挀，圼亖伲佈觝沞乜稩卲呤狅幎硁佶剖琌垄艆熒疨，叏垄乜楑桭盠桭眊。

熒聨，姞枟劅觝沞4‐5暋乯劅呤梘盠，圼亖察佈屢卲呤狅A哨妅熒宴垄盠卲呤狅A厖剢彜
柁。圼聨，枟劅觝沞4盠卲呤狅A盠菋寂书呋搁吳盠眬乩周，妅熒宴垄盠卲呤狅A暋
乩佁眬盠徾彫宴垄盠。周梓垌，垄枟劅觝沞5奌穌卲呤狅A盠湓呤狅呋菋疄这侯盠愡5 呤 呤
刑乧，妅熒宴垄盠卲呤狅A暋乩宴垄仪菋寂书呋搁吳盠这侯。

枟劅觝沞6暋凓来乯劅趠梘盠，圼亖卲呤狅A佁助伪枆複疄仪洗痳仏臖皨。
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Traditional Medicines
A traditional medicine, e.g., a traditional herbal remedy, cannot be patented as such since by 

definition it has been known for a long time.  However, variations and modifications of a 
traditional medicine may be patentable if it can be shown to be different from the known 
traditional medicine in some way, e.g., in its composition and in its therapeutic effect, 
when compared with the known traditional medicine.

佼缻厗菋

佼缻厗寂，俧姞，佼缻盠莥菋，暋乩腙疏豓乯劅盠，圼亖逵梓盠疄洱幎缫硁邯仢忤闛
盠晒限。熒聨，佼缻厗寂盠吴卲哨偊斕呋佁暋呋揤令乯劅盠，呆觝察呋佁複谝晪盠晒限。熒聨，佼缻厗寂盠吴卲哨偊斕呋佁暋呋揤令乯劅盠，呆觝察呋佁複谝晪
暋伪幎硁佼缻厗菋佁栬稩乩周盠昕彫，垄乪幎硁盠佼缻厗寂氰迟来乩周盠洗痳斤
柸。
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Example
As disclosed in the specification of a patent application, a traditional medicine known to be 

useful for treating bodily condition X or promoting a condition of health Y is identified 
as an extract of botanical A.  The specification discloses another traditional medicine 
which is also useful for treating bodily condition X or promoting a condition of health Y 
which is identified as an extract of botanical B.  The specification states that the extracts 
of botanicals A and B are not known to have ever been combined.of botanicals A and B are not known to have ever been combined.

The claims of the application read:
A composition comprising an extract of botanical A.
A composition comprising an extract of botanical BA composition comprising an extract of botanical B.
A composition comprising an extract of botanical A in combination with an extract of 

botanical B.
A composition comprising an extract of botanical A and compound C.p p g p
A composition comprising an extract of botanical B and compound C.
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禖俧

抜凈彜盠乯劅疏豓盠豐晪仂争，佼缻厗寂幎硁呋疄仪洗痳輇侯瘡瘣X扲借逷僁弓Y盠猒
恝複档谢亖楩狅盠搬吲狅A。豐晪仂争凈彜仢呂乜稩佼缻盠洗痳，楩狅盠搬吲狅B
亻呋疄仪洗痳輇侯瘡瘣X扲借逷僁弓Y，楩狅A哨B盠搬吲狅泽来缯呤俛疄連。

枟劅觝沞姞乧：

稩 来楩 盠搬 缠扬1.乜稩咇来楩狅A盠搬吲狅缠扬。

2.乜稩卡捈楩狅B盠搬吲狅扬剢。

3.乜稩咇来楩狅A哨楩狅B盠搬吲狅缠扬。

4.乜稩卡捈楩狅A哨C盠奩呤搬吲狅扬剢。

5.乜稩咇来楩狅B哨C盠卲呤狅盠搬吲扬剢。
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Claims 1 and 2 are not patentable since they claim the known extracts of botanicals A and B.  
However, Claim 3 may be patentable in claiming a combination of extracts of botanicals A 
and B provided it can be shown that the A and B combination is superior for treating bodilyand B provided it can be shown that the A and B combination is superior for treating bodily 
condition X or promoting a condition of health Y than the extract of botanical A alone and 
the extract of botanical B alone.

枟劅觝 哨 暋乩 来乯劅 盠 察佈觝 幎 盠楩 哨 盠搬 侢暋 枟枟劅觝沞1哨2暋乩凓来乯劅悃盠，圼亖察佈觝沞幎硁盠楩狅A哨B盠搬吲狅。侢暋，枟
劅觝沞3呋佁吲忳乯劅，圼亖察奌穌楩狅A哨B盠搬吲狅呋佁缠呤，A哨B盠缠呤暋氰
厱獈俛疄A扲聡B疄仪洗痳輇侯枽佒X扲借逷僁弓盠Y觝姙盠乜了缠呤。
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Claims 4 and 5 may be patentable if it can be shown that the recited combinations of extract 
and compound C, not known to exist in the prior art, are more effective for treating bodily 
condition X or promoting a condition of health Y than the extracts alone.p g

枟劅觝沞4哨5呋佁暋呋揤令乯劅盠，姞柸察呋佁裄晪搬吲狅A哨卲呤狅C盠枟劅盠缠呤，
乩暋垄琌来拜枋争宴垄盠，聨买氰搬吲狅厱獈俛疄材来斤盠疄仪洗痳輇侯瘡瘣X扲借
逷僁弓Y盠。
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Example
In the example in the previous slide, the specification also discloses a novel extract of 

botanical A which differs from the known extract of botanical A in having a different 
compositional profile.

The claim of the application reads:
A composition comprising an extract of botanical A containing component X in an amount of 

f t i ht t t Y i t f f t i htfrom ___ to ___ weight percent, component Y in an amount of from ___ to ___ weight 
percent ___ and component Z in an amount of from ___ to ___.

Provided the stated weight ranges of components X, Y and Z in the claimed extract are shown 
to be different from those in the known extract and that the claimed extract is shown to beto be different from those in the known extract and that the claimed extract is shown to be 
superior in its therapeutic activity than the known extract, this claim is likely patentable 
over the known extract.
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禖俧

垄助鞾盠俧宬争，豐晪仂逴凈彜仢乜稩昌盠乩周仪楩狅A盠搬吲狅，哨幎硁搬吲狅凓来
乩周盠缠扬扬剢。

枟劅觝沞姞乧：

乜稩缠呤狅，伪____艏_____ （鈩鈫咇鈫）卡咇盠楩狅咇来X扬剢盠搬吲狅盠鈫，剢鈫
伪 艏 鈩鈫 鈫 哨 扬 伪 艏 鈩鈫 鈫Y垄伪____艏_____（鈩鈫咇鈫）_____哨Z扬剢伪____艏_____（鈩鈫咇鈫）。

姞柸搬俷X，Y哨Z争抜觝沞倹挀盠搬吲狅盠訠寶鈩鈫荟坐複禖亖伪郿价垄幎硁搬吲狅哨

抜觝沞倹挀盠搬吲狅複谝晪暋垄凒氰幎硁搬吲狅盠洗痳涗悃佴跦暋乩周盠，逵稩枟
劅觝沞暋凓奣乯劅悃盠劅觝沞暋凓奣乯劅悃盠。
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Conclusion
This discussion of U.S. patent law as it relates to patent claims, particularly patent claims 

directed to therapeutic compositions and therapeutic uses, has necessarily been a brief 
one.  It is therefore entirely understandable that there may be questions about one or 
more of the topics that were covered.  With this in mind, we invite any questions you 
may have including those questions that may address topics that go beyond this 
presentation.presentation.

缯谖

圼亖淥否劌盠乯劅枟劅觝沞忤奩枞，扭佈垄毀呆腙搬俷乜了篜硉盠陬遌。扭佈谶郜愄圼亖淥否劌盠乯劅枟劅觝沞忤奩枞，扭佈垄毀呆腙搬俷乜了篜硉盠陬遌。扭佈谶郜愄
来佗侱陊飴，琌垄呋佁搬陊。
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CONTACT US
Dilworth & Barrese, LLP
1000 Woodbury Road, Suite 405
Woodbury, NY 11797 USA

Thank you.

Michael J Musella Esq

Telephone: (516) 228-8484
Fax: (516) 228-8516
E-mail: iplaw@dilworthbarrese com

Michael J. Musella, Esq.
Dilworth & Barrese, LLP
mmusella@dilworthbarrese.com

E-mail: iplaw@dilworthbarrese.com 
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